Shahin Kalantari Cosmetic Product Development Services

Introduction

Since 2004, Shahin Kalantari is devoting his expertise in The Cosmetic Industry to develop Natural and Organic personal care. In 2008, he has introduced the first certified organic product line under the brand “eaorganic” in North America.

“eaorganic” represents the exposure of enhanced performances of plant concentrates and essential oils to deliver natural remedies.

Shahin is a board member of The Society of Cosmetic Chemists and previous chair of SCC Ontario Chapter. He is a professor at Seneca College who teaches formulation labs in the cosmetic chemistry program.

Services

Understanding your product expectations, and reviewing your benchmark (if any). A variety of ingredients will be reviewed to formulate, followed by the services accordingly;

• Developing products/ brands of Natural and Organic Skincare, Personal Care, Sun Care, Cosmetic Products, Medicinal (NPN) and Household Products; following regulations such as USDA or Ecocert/Cosmo

• Developing a manufacturing process and quality operating system; to submit to certifying agencies to acquire desired certification for certified products

• Developing professional Skincare, Personal Care, Sun Care, Cosmetic Products, Medicinal Products; providing clinical testing resources to support any claims

• Marketing management of the product/brand, in communication with a marketing team; including product development in labeling and packaging of the final product

• Providing all stability testing of the product prior to manufacturing

• Manufacturing management by introducing to a desired manufacturing plant and overview the manufacturing of the product.

Pricing

Based on number of hours worked or fixed cost

Payment Terms

50% upfront and remaining (including shipping) after final job